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In May 8th 2006，China Securities Regulatory Commission（SCRC）issed“The 
management methods of securities issuance for listed companies” ， officially 
introducing the private equity system into china. since then，many scholars investigated 
the price discount of the private equity in A-Share market，and fould that it was far 
more higer than that of the European and American market，What’s more，they also 
fould that large shareholder particepated in the placement always with higher price 
discount，to achieve the purpose of transferring wealth.This paper，on the one hand，
comparatively analyze the private equity price discount by the status of investors，and 
also make an research on the price discount’s contributing factors by using the 
muti-linear regression；on the other hand，try to develope an empirical study on the 
relationship between the status of investors and the short-run stock performance after 
announcement，as well as the effect of the price discount on the short-run stock 
performance after announcement，expecting to make a deeper test on the phenomenon 
of transferring wealth.  
To empirically investigte the private equity price discount and the short-run stock 
performance after announcement，we focus on a sample of 463 listed firms that conduct 
private equity in the period of June 30th，2006 to December 30th，2010. The 
conclusions of this paper are as follows：Firstly，private equity price discount is related 
to the status of the investors，if all the new shares of the private equity are subscribed by 
the large shareholder solely，the price discount is significantly higher than that 
subscribed by other investors；Secondly，when large shareholder participate in the 
subscription，the price discount is positively related to the difference between the 
subscript ratio and the initial ownership of large shareholder. Thirdly，compared with 
other groups of investors，if all the new shares of the private placement are subscribed 
by large shareholder，the short-run stock performance after Announcement is worst. 
Finally，if all the new shares of the private placement are subscribed by the large 
shareholders solely，the lower the subscribing price，the worse the short-run stock 















equity，the behavior of large shareholder will have an important effect on the private 
equity price discount and the short-run stock performance after Announcement，so 
private equity controlled by large shareholder could be one of the important ways of 
transferring wealth. 
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本上都处10%-20%之间（Hertzel ＆ Smith，1993；Krishnamurthy et al，2005；Barclay 
et al，2007）。对于非公开发行股票普遍存在的高折价率现象，国外学者进行了大






也有一些学者对此观点提出了质疑，Barclay 等(2007)对 1979-1997 年间实施定向
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